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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many manufacturing processes accomplished with robots such as welding, paint­
ing, machine loading, assembly, etc., as well as mobile robots require a smoothly 
varying curve. This curve may be used, for example, to represent the path of a point 
moving through space, as in robotic path planning tasks. Most of the techniques 
used to accomplish this are characterized by emphasizing the global geometric en­
vironment within which the curve must perform, or local intrinsic shape properties 
of the curve [11,88,152]. Sequences of points connected linearly (or with arcs) are 
used to construct the desired path [13,14,56,63,68,80,165]. One problem in these 
methods is that the curvature of the path is usually discontinuous at transition points 
of segments. For most robots or autonomously guided vehicles, these instantaneous 
changes will make continuous smooth motions physically impossible. That is, they 
do not provide the smooth variation, continuous derivatives, local properties, and 
other advantages of parametric curves. 
A solution for this problem is to use a continuous-curvature curve. A technique 
shown in [66] uses a "clothoid pair" to make curves with zero curvature at their 
junctions. Another type of continuous-curvature curve is the "cubic spiral" curvc 
proposed in [67] for being relatively simple to generate. In addition, a method called 
"potential field" [59,71,115,175] is also developed. In this method, positive potential 
2 
fields are placed around obstacles and negative (attractive) potential field at the 
goal position. The sum of the resulting field is used to choose an appropriate path. 
Another solution to this is proposed in [186] which uses B-spl.ines to represent the 
curve. A better methodology is proposed in [105] which uses also B-splines and 
simulated annealing to obtain an optimal path. 
It is worth mention that, since a point is assumed as the moving object, those 
techniques do not consider its orientation. In addition, most of the work to date in 
path planning is just in two dimensions [14,17,25,34,43,52,59,63,98-101]. 
In this work, we will simultaneously address independent goals of global obstacle 
avoidance and local control of intrinsic shape properties by formulating a simulated 
annealing (SA) problem for curve synthesis. In its original form, simulated annealing 
is a probabilistic combinatorial optimization technique bcised on an analogy to the 
statistical mechanics of disordered systems [76]. In the physical process of annealing, 
as explained in [86], a material is heated and allowed to cool slowly by decreasing the 
temperature, so that it reaches thermal equilibrium at each of those temperatures. 
As a consequence, its atoms will reach a minimum energy state, the ground state, 
despite any local minima. In simulated annealing, the objective function or cost 
function to be minimized is analogous to the total energy of the system, and the 
values of the independent variables determine the state of the system. The variables 
are randomly perturbed, and if a lower cost is obtained, the new state is accepted. If 
a higher cost is generated, the new state is accepted with a probability of the current 
temperature. The SA algorithm mimics the physical process of annealing since the 
probability of accepting a higher cost decreases with temperature. The behavior of 
the SA has been characterized as first following the gross behavior of the objective 
3 
function to find an area in its domain where a global minimum should be present, 
irrespective of the local minima found on the way [86]. It progressively develops finer 
details, finding a good, near-optimal local minimum if not the global minimum itself. 
One of the main characteristics of this work is that objects are modeled as el­
lipsoid type shapes in the work space. There exists a previous work by Chen and 
Vidyasagar (1988) in which objects were modeled as ellipsoids too but in the joint 
space of the manipulator. The techniques presented in many research works (in­
cluding [14,34,63,98,99,105,140,186]) assume a point as an object. This work goes 
further by considering an actual object to synthesize the path in two and three di­
mensions. The independent variables are the coordinates of B-spline control points. 
Three possible orientations for the moving object are analyzed: a) fixed orienta­
tion, b) orientation as another independent variable, and c) orientation given by first 
derivative of the curve. A proximity cost function, a component of the objective func­
tion, is developed to determine object proximity or interference with fixed objects 
(obstacles). Kinematic characteristics of a fixed manipulator can be incorporated to 
this function in order to solve the path planning problem for an object. A two-link 
planar manipulator is discussed to show this feature. 
This thesis is organized into 7 additional chapters. Chapter 2 presents a detailed 
procedure to obtain the parameters that define the ellipsoids representing objects. 
Chapter 3 reviews material on B-splines. Chapter 4 describes the procedure to syn­
thesize the B-spline curve in which the cost function is included. Chapter 5 describes 
the procedure used to find the distance and/or interference between ellipsoid shaped 
objects. Chapter 6 gives a description of the simulated annealing algorithm and its 
implementation. Chapter 7 discusses some application examples for each orientation 
4 
case in two and three dimensions to demonstrate the optimality of the algorithm. 
Chapter 8 presents conclusions and suggestions for further research. 
5 
2. ELLIPSOID MODEL 
2.1 Ellipsoid Parameter Models 
This work is based on describing objects by ellipsoid type shapes. The ellipsoid 
type shape was chosen because of its simplicity and its better use of space (compared 
to a circle). Each object, including manipulator links, is surrounded by an ellipsoid 
of minimum area (2D) or minimum volume (3D). These approximations are based 
on minimizing an easy-to-understand objective function. However, an alternate pro­
cedure to find the parameters of the ellipsoid is also described. These parameters are 
computed by a different module and are provided as input data to our main path 
planning program. The procedures are described in Section 2.2. For now, we will 
describe the shape first in 2D and then in 3D. 
2.1.1 Ellipsoid Shape in 2D 
The parameters used to describe an ellipsoid in 2D, i.e. ellipse, are (see Fig­
ure 2.1): 
• Principal semi-axis dimensions: a for major semi-axis, and b for minor semi-
axis. 
• Orientation angle (counterclockwise direction from major semi-axis): 0. 
Figure 2.1: Ellipse parameter definition 
• Translation vector: d = [dx, t/y]^ 
The principal semi-axis dimensions define the size of the ellipse which is given 
by the following equation 
A(z,2/) = g + |^-l = 0 (2.1) 
This is an ellipse with its origin located at (0,0) in The orientation angle, 0, and 
translation vector, d, define the orientation and position of the ellipse relative to a 
fixed frame. Suppose r = [z, ?/]^; then, the new position of r, i.e. f = [s, y], is given 
by ^ 
cos 0 — sin 0 
sin 0 cos 0 
Note that A is an orthonormal matrix with the property = A^. 
r = Ar + d, where A (2.2) 
2.1.2 Ellipsoid Shape in 3D 
The parameters used to describe an ellipsoid in 3D are: 
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• Principal semi-axis dimensions: a for x semi-axis, b for y semi-axis, and c for 
z semi-axis, a > b, a > c. 
• Angular orientation: Euler angles ?/>, 0, and <j) with the x convention [114] as 
rotation sequence (described bellow). 
• Translation vector: d = [dx, dy, d^]^ 
These parameters are computed by a different module and are provided as input 
data to our main path planning program. The procedure is describe in Section 2.2. 
The principal semi-axis dimensions define the size of the ellipsoid which is given by 
the following equation 
A(:r,y,z) = ^  + |^ + !^-l = 0 (2.3) 
b  ^ c'-
For the angular orientation, Figure 2.2(d) shows the initial and final systems of 
xyz axes. The sequence of rotation employed in the x convention starts by rotating 
the initial system of xyz axes counterclockwise about z axis by an angle i/», as shown in 
Figure 2.2(a), and the resulting coordinate system is labeled x'y'z'. In the second step 
the intermediate x'y'z' axes are rotated about x' counterclockwise by an angle 0 to 
produce another intermediate set, the x"y"z" axes (Figure 2.2(b)). Finally, the x"y"z" 
a x e s  a r e  r o t a t e d  c o u n t e r c l o c k w i s e  a b o u t  z "  b y  a n  a n g l e  ( f >  t o  p r o d u c e  a  d e s i r e d  X Y Z  
system of axes (Figure 2.2(c)). The Euler angles completely specify the orientation 
of the XYZ system relative to the xyz system (Figure 2.2(d)). Figure 2.3 shows an 
ellipsoid following the sequence of rotations in the x convention. 
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Figure 2.2: The rotations defining the Euler Angl 
9 
Figure 2.3: An ellipsoid following the sequence of rotations in the x convention 
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The elements of the complete transformation matrix A can be obtained as the 
triple product of the matrices that define the separate rotations, i.e., the matrices 
C-ip 
—50 0 
Sip 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
D = C.I. 0 C = 0 Q -55 B = 
0 Sg eg 
where c = cos and s = sin. Hence, A = DCB is found to be 
C0 
0 
0 
C0 0 
0 1 
(2.4) 
S f p C Q S f j )  S iJ JS Q  
A = + C^CgS^ —S^S^ + C^CgC^ —C^Sg (2-5) 
S ( ) S f ^  S Q C f j )  C Q  
It can be verified that matrix A is orthonormal, i.e., that A~^ = A^. 
The transformed and translated ellipsoid follows the same relationship shown in 
Equation 2.2 with r, r, d G and A given by Equation 2.5. 
2.2 Procedure to Obtain Ellipsoid Parameters 
It is clear from Section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 that in order to approximate a surrounding 
ellipsoid, we need to find the best parameters that give a minimum area or volume. 
We will describe this procedure for 2D and then for 3D. Finally, an optional procedure 
to find the parameters is also discussed. 
2.2.1 Procedure for 2D 
We need to find the parameter vector 
r = [a, 6, 4, dy, Of (2.6) 
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that gives an ellipse with minimum area, Ae{a,b), enclosing the object. The area 
was chosen as the objective function because it is easy to compute, especially for 
polygons. In order to accomplish this approximation, we, first sample the perimeter 
of the object. That is, we measure the coordinates of some number of points, Ns, 
located on the perimeter of the object with respect to any xy-coordinate system. 
This coordinate system could be located anywhere in however, an easy way of 
locating it is at one of the vertices of the object if it has one. 
Since the samples are in the .ry-coordinate system, we express them in the x y -
coordinate system. Equation 2.2 establishes a relationship between the xy and the 
xy-coordinate systems. Therefore, we can solve for r (which is in the zy-coordinate 
system). Thus, 
r = A~^f — A~M (2.7a) 
= Âf - d (2.7b) 
where 
Â = A~' and d = 
In order to ensure that the object is enclosed by the approximating ellipse, the 
condition 
/i,(r,r,) = { b x i f  +  { a y i f  - («6)^ < 0, i  € { l , . . . , N s }  (2.8) 
should be imposed. Thus, the problem of finding the best approximating ellipse can 
12 
be formulated as the following optimization problem: 
Problem min /4e(ct, b) — Ao 
r e (2 9) 
subject to the constraints 
where A s [ a ,  b )  —  i r a b  is the area of the ellipse and Ao is the area of the object. 
In solving problem (2.9) numerically, the gradient vector dhi{T,Vi)ldT is often 
required. The derivative of hi with respect to 9 is quite cumbersome to compute 
because of the presence of the trigonometric functions in 0. It is possible to avoid 
this difficulty by treating cg and sq as part of the parameter vector, r, instead of 
just 0. In this case, the vector r should be redefined as [a, 6, (/j;, Jy, cg, with the 
additional constraint — I = 0. 
There are several commercial routines for solving the above problem. The one 
used here was routine E04UCF from the NAG (Numerical Algorithm Group) library. 
This routine uses a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm in which 
the search direction is the solution of a quadratic programming (QP) problem. The 
algorithm treats bounds, linear constraints and nonlinear constraints separately. The 
user must provide routines that define the objective and constraint functions and 
as many of their first partial derivatives as possible. Unspecified derivatives are 
approximated by finite differences. 
The number of samples, could be any number, although the procedure re­
quires at least a minimum number of points describing the geometry of the object, 
for example, a square could be represented by 4 points. 
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2.2.2 Procedure for 3D 
For the 3D model we need to find the parameter vector 
(2.10) 
that gives an ellipsoid with minimum volume, %(a, b, c), enclosing the object. Here 0, 
9, and (j) are the Euler angles that define the angular orientation of the ellipsoid and 
C(.) = cos(-) and S(.) = sin(-). The procedure to find the approximating ellipsoid is 
quite similar to the one described in Section 2.2.1 but now each sample has x, y, 
and z components, i.e., r 6 
In order to ensure that the object is enclosed by the approximating ellipsoid, the 
conditions 
/i,(r,r,) = (bcxi)'^ + {aajiY + {abziY - {abcf < 0 ,  z €  { 1 , . . . ,  N^} (2.11) 
should be imposed. Thus, the problem of finding the best approximating ellipsoid 
can be formulated as the following optimization problem: 
and 
~ 1 = 0 
Cg + si — I = 0 
~ 1 = 0 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Problem min Ve{ a , b , c ) -Vo  
(2.15) 
subject to the constraints 
/i.(T,r,) < 0, i = l, . . . , N s  
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where Vo is the volume of the object. 
The same routine, E04UCF, described in Section 2.2.1, was used to numerically 
solve the above problem. 
2.2.3 Optional Procedure 
We still need to find the parameter vector, r, in order to find the approximating 
ellipsoid. However, instead of using the area (or volume) we could choose the e/Tor 
of approximation as the objective function for our optimization problem. If the least 
squares criterion is used, then the error of the approximation can be defined as 
where x { - ) ,  ?/(•), x,-, and y, are obtained from Equations 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, i.e. (2D case) 
Note that the error is defined to be the sum of the errors associated with the x and y 
coordinates because there is no reason to penalize one more than the other. 
Two shapes are considered here to show some results of the previously described 
procedure to find the parameters of the ellipsoid. The procedure proved to be suffi­
ciently robust independent of the number of samples, Ns- We start with a rectangular 
shaped object. 
(2.16) 
2.3 Examples 
15 
y 
125 
%.75 
0.5 
pas 
0.5 
.oas 
Figure 2.4: Object and approximating ellipses with Ng = 60 
2.3.1 Example 1 
Figure 2.4 shows the object and the samples. A minimum number of samples, Ng, 
is required by the procedure in order to be able to find the best parameters of the 
enclosing ellipse. Although Ng for this case is easy to determine by visual inspec­
tion, that is not always the general case. If the shape of the object is awkward, 
several numbers of samples should be taken and processed to determine the best 
approximation. 
We will proceed with our example by taking samples 0.1 apart marked by dots 
in Figure 2.4. Since E04UCF is an iterative routine, initial values for the parameters 
must be chosen to start the search. Table 2.1 shows the initial values and final results 
of the paj-ameters for each procedure. It also shows the number of iterations taken 
to reach the optimal solution. Figure 2.4 shows the object and both approximating 
ellipses 1 and 2 obtained with the procedures describe in Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.3, 
respectively. The Appendix shows output listings for each example presented in this 
section. 
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Table 2.1: Initial values and results for the parameters 
in Figure 2.4 with Ns = 60 
Parameter Initial Results 1 Results 2 
a 1.50 1.414214 1.262782 
b 0.75 0.707107 0.818803 
dx 2.00 1.0 1.0 
dy 1.00 0.5 0.5 
0° 0.53 0.0 0.0 
Ae 3.53 3.141593 3.24831 
Iter 58 19 
We will continue with the same object but this time with only 4 samples of the 
perimeter of the object, i.e., its vertices. Figure 2.5 shows the object, the samples, 
and the approximating ellipses. Table 2.2 shows the initial values and the final results 
for the parameters. 
y 
1.2 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
•0.5 0.5 2.5 
•0.2 
Figure 2.5: Object and approximating ellipses with Ng = 4 
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Table 2.2: Initial values and results for the parameters 
in Figure 2.5 with = 4 
Parameter Initial Results 1 Results 2 
a 1.50 1.414214 1.44224 
b 0.75 0.707107 0.69388 
dx 2.00 1.0 • 1.0 
dy 1.00 0.5 0.5 
6° 0.53 0.0 0.0 
Ae 3.53 3.141593 3.143922 
Iter 32 25 
2.3.2 Example 2 
Our next example is the same figure described in Section 2.3.1 but with a certain 
angular orientation, i.e., it is rotated about its lower-left vertex as shown in Figure 2.6. 
Also shown in Figure 2.6 are the approximating ellipses marked as 1 and 2. Table 2.3 
shows the initial values and final results for Ns = 60. 
Figure 2.7 shows the approximating ellipses and Table 2.4 shows the initial values 
and results for the same object with Ns = 4. We can see in this example that the 
approximating ellipse (2), given by the procedure described in Section 2.2.3, is not 
sufficiently robust when the number of samples is small even though the shape is very 
simple. This characteristic could help us to conclude that the procedure described in 
Section 2.2.1 is better than the procedure described in Section 2.2.3. 
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0.5 
0.5 
Figure 2.6: Object and approximating ellipses with Ns = 60 and non-zero angular 
orientation 
Table 2.3; Initial values and results for the parameters 
in Figure 2.6 with Ns = 60 and nonzero an­
gular orientation 
Parameter Initial Results 1 Results 2 
a 1.50 1.414211 1.262781 
b 0.75 0.707105 0.818800 
(Ix 2.00 0.532361 0.532362 
dy 1.00 0.983149 0.983150 
0° 0.53 35.000000 34.990000 
Ae 3.53 3.141579 3.143922 
Iter 16 16 
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Figure 2.7: Object and approximating ellipses with Ns = 4 and non-zero angular 
orientation 
Table 2.4: Initial values and results for the parameters 
in Figure 2.7 with = 4 and nonzero an­
gular orientation 
Parameter Initial Results 1 Results 2 
a 1.50 1.414211 1.118032 
b 0.75 0.707105 1.118033 
(^ x 2.00 0.532361 0.532362 
(ly 1.00 0.983149 0.983152 
0° 0.53 35.000000 0.070000 
/te 3.53 3.141579 3.926977 
Iter 52 18 
20 
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Figure 2.8: Polygon type shape object and approximating ellipses with Ns = 134 
2.3.3 Example 3 
Our next example is an object with more vertices and a more complicated shape. 
Figure 2.8 shows the object and the samples are taken 0.125 apart. It also shows 
the approximating ellipses given by the area and approximating error procedures 
described in Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.3, respectively. Table 2.5 shows the initial 
values and results for both procedures. 
Then, fewer samples were used, Ns — 14. Figure 2.9 shows the samples, which 
are the vertices of the object, and the approximating ellipses. Table 2.6 shows the 
initial values and results for each procedure. 
2.3.4 Example 4 
Our next example is the same object shown in the previous section but with a 
non-zero angular orientation. Figure 2.10 shows the object and the approximating 
ellipses. Table 2.7 shows the initial values and results for both procedures. 
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Table 2.5: Initial values and results for the parameters 
in Figure 2.8 with Ns = 134 
Parameter Initial Results 1 Results 2 
a 1.75 2.511496 2.363965 
b 1.50 1.448127 1.622866 
(Ix 0.75 0.790091 0.780636 
Cly 1.35 1.358540 1.509831 
0° 
-35.00 -1.790000 -3.210000 
Ae 8.25 11.425864 12.052401 
Iter 16 14 
y 
2.5 
0.5 
Figure 2.9: Polygon type shape object and approximating ellipses with 
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Table 2.6: Initial values and results for the parameters 
in Figure 2.9 with Ns = 14 
Parameter Initial Results 1 Results 2 
a 1.75 2.511496 2.411788 
b 1.50 1.448127 1.550171 
dx 0.75 0.790091 0.784609 
dy 1.35 1.358540 1.446249 
0° 
-35.00 -1.790000 -2.530000 
Ac 8.25 11.425864 11.745422 
Iter 3 8 
y 
2.5 
1.5 
0.5 
Figure 2.10: Polygon type shape object and approximating ellipses with = 
and non-zero angular orientation 
134 
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Table 2.7: Initial values and results for the parameters 
in Figure 2.10 with Ns = 134 and non-zero 
angular orientation 
Parameter Initial Results 1 Results 2 
a 1.75 2.51149 2.363964 
b 1.50 1.44813 1.622865 
dx 0.75 -0.13202 -0.226543 
dy 1.35 1.56603 1.684533 
0° 
-35 33.21000 31.790000 
Ae 8.25 11.42586 12.052389 
Iter 10 13 
Now, the same object with non-zero angular orientation is used but with the 
number of samples equal to the number of vertices of the object. Figure 2.11 shows 
the object and the approximating ellipses and Table 2.8 shows the results. 
2.3.5 Example 5 
The following example is in 3D. The object chosen was the same object described 
in Example 3 but with a non-zero value in the z direction. Figure 2.12(a) shows the 
object and Figure 2.12(b) shows the sorrounding ellipsoid; a detail of both the object 
and a cutaway of the approximating ellipsoid is shown in Figure 2.12(c). Table 2.9 
shows the intial values and results for both procedures. 
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2.5 
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Figure 2.11: Polygon type shape object and approximating ellipses with N3 = 14 
and non-zero angular orientation 
Table 2.8: Initial values and results for the parameters 
in Figure 2.11 with Ns = 14 and non-zero 
angular orientation 
Parameter Initial Results 1 Results 2 
a 1.75 2.51149 2.41179 
b 1.50 1.44813 1.55017 
(Ix 0.75 -0.13202 -0.18682 
(ly 1.35 1.56603 1.63473 
0° 
-35 33.21000 32.47000 
/le &25 11.42586 11.74542 
Iter 10 11 
25 
Figure 2.12: Object and surrounding ellipsoid 
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Table 2.9: Initial values and results for the parameters 
in Figure 2.12 with Na = 28 and non-zero 
angular orientation 
Parameter Initial Results 1 Results 2 
a 2.50 3.075940 2.543418 
b 1.50 1.773585 1.570027 
c 0.50 0.692821 1.569959 
dx 0.75 0.790091 0.749869 
(ly 1.40 1.358540 1.387587 
0.50 0.400000 0.400151 
r 0.10 -3.442376 0.005103 
0° 
-0.10 0.000000 -28.277574 
r 0.10 1.654209 0.004346 
Ve 15.832136 26.260427 
Iter 58 19 
3. INTRODUCTION TO B-SPLINES 
The origin of the term spline goes back to the days before computer graphics, 
when draftsmen used to locate weights at the data points and then place a flexible 
wooden ruler, called a sp/me, at the weights, in order to obtain a smooth curve 
passing through the points. The weights had a protrusion sticking out that fitted 
into a slot of the spline and had held it in place while allowing it to rotate around the 
fixed point. It is possible to use the theory of mechanical elasticity and prove that the 
resulting curve is (approximately) a piecewise cubic polynomial that is continuous 
and has continuous first and second derivatives. These conditions also assure that 
the curve has continuous curvature and the discontinuities occur only in the third 
derivative. Since it is very difficult for the human eye to distinguish the latter, the 
resulting curve appears completely smooth. If we direct a mechanical motion along a 
spline, a continuous second derivative implies continuous acceleration and therefore 
no abrupt changes in force. These two properties make spline curves very desirable 
for many practical applications. 
In many applications where curve fitting is used, one would like to modify parts 
of the curve without affecting other parts. We say that a scheme has a local prop­
erty if local modifications do not propagate. Piecewise polynomial functions offer a 
direct way of achieving local control. We shall discuss such functions in parametric 
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representation. 
3.1 B-spline Basis Functions 
The recursive definition known as the Cox-deBoor algorithm is adopted [27,29, 
124]. Let U = [uo, Um] be a non-decreasing sequence of real numbers. 
The 2-th normalized B-spline function of degree k (order & + 1), denoted by Ni^k{u) 
is defined as follows 
1, U i  < U  <  U i + i  
Ni,o{u.) = (3.1a) 
0, otherwise 
NiA") = " w,>-•(»)+ " Ni+,,t-r(u) (3.1b) 
y-i+k—1 — Ui y-i+k — ^,+ 1 
It is agreed that 0/0 = 0. The Ni^k{u) functions are defined on the entire real line, but 
our focus is on the interval u 6 [uo) "m]- Note that is a fc-th degree piecewise. 
polynomial function. U is called the knot vector and the Ui values the knots. The 
interval [u,-,u,4.i) is called the i-th knot span. 
The Ni^k{u) functions have the following important properties [29,124] (see Fig­
ure 3.1): 
• Non-negativity: Ni^k{u) >0 V i, k, u. 
• Partition of unity: XI"=o M,/t(«) = 1, Vu 6 [uo,Um]-
o Local support: Ni^k{u) = 0, V u ^ [uq, Wm]- Furthermore, in any given knot 
span at most {k + 1) of the Ni^k{u) are non-zero. 
• Differentiability: all derivatives of iV,•,<,(«) exist in the interior of a knot span 
(where it is a polynomial). At a knot Ni^ki'u) is {k — j) times continuously 
differentiable, where j is the multiplicity of the knot. 
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Figure 3.1: B-splines basis functions: (a) quadratic defined by the knot vector 
[0,0,0,1/3,2/3,1,1,1], (b) cubic defined by [0,0,0,0,1/4,1/2,3/4,1,1,1,1], 
and (c) cubic defined by [0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1] 
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• Extrema; except for the case k = 0, N{^k{u) attains exactly one maximum value. 
The knot vector U governs the relationship between parametric and spatial 
variation, and its entries represent the parameter values at the curve segment joints 
(knots). The choice of the knot vector U clearly influences the shape of the functions 
defined by Equation 3.1. There are various types of knot vectors. Assume the degree k 
has been fixed. Then, the knot vector U = [uq, •. •, Wm] is called non-periodic if the 
first and last knots are repeated with multiplicity {k + 1), i.e. hq = m = ... = 
and Ujn-k = Um-k+i = ... — Um', furthermore, Uq = 0 and Um ~ 1. Hence the knot 
vector has the form 
A non-periodic B-spline will interpolate (pass through) the first and last control point. 
I f  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  p o s i t i v e  r e a l  n u m b e r  d ,  s u c h  t h a t  U i + i  —  w , -  =  < / ,  y  k < i  <  m  —  k — I  
(equally spaced knots), then U is a uniform knot vector; otherwise, it is called non­
uniform. 
The knot vector 
(no interior knots) yields the fc-th degree Bernstein basis functions, Z?,,A,.(t/), defined 
(3.2) 
[0,...,0,1,..., I] (3.3) 
fc+i fc+i 
by 
(3.4) 
(see Figure 3.1(c)). 
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3.2 B-splines 
A ^-th degree non-rational B-spline curve [124] is defined as follows 
p(u) = i^N,Mu)P, (3.5) 
1=0 
where the P, € 3fî or 3?^ or are the control points and the Ni,k(u) are the k-
th degree B-spline basis functions defined by Equation 3.1 and knot vector U = 
[uo)Um]' The degree, number of knots, and number of control points are 
related by the formula 
m = n + k + I (3.6) 
Note that if the degree of the curve is equal to the number of control points minus 
one {k = n), the general B-spline formulation reduces to a Bézier curve. Also, the 
parametric derivatives of a B-spline curve (denoted p(^)(u) = p'(«), = p"(u), 
etc.) can be calculated precisely [11,91]. 
B-spline curves have a number of useful geometric properties, which follow from 
definition (3.5) and the analytical properties of the iV,,<;(«) functions listed in Sec­
tion 3.1. These properties are (refer to Figure 3.2) 
• The multiplicity { k +  1) of the end knots yields the following end conditions on 
the curve: 
p(0) = Po, p( l )  = P„, 
P'(û) = - Po). and P'(l)=l_„t. ,_ . (P . -P. , - , ) -
• Affine invariance, i.e. a transformation is applied to the curve by applying it 
to the control points. This follows from the first and second properties of 
Section 3.1. 
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Figure 3.2: Non-rational cubic B-spline curve with its control polygon ('o' points); 
associated basis functions are given in Figure 3.1(b) 
• Strong convex hull property. The curve is contained in the convex hull of its 
control points. In fact, if u is in the knot span [uj,Wj+i), k<j<{m — k — 1), 
then p{u) is in the convex hull of the control points Pj-k, • • •, Pj-
• The control polygon formed by the P, represents a piecewise linear approxima­
tion to the curve. This approximation can be improved by knot insertion or by 
subdivision. 
• Local approximation scheme. If a control point is moved, it affects the curve in 
only {k -t-1) knot spans (some of which may be degenerate). This follows from 
the third property of Section 3.1. 
• Moving along the curve from u == 0 to % = 1, the Ni^k{u) functions act like 
switches. As u moves past a knot, one Ni,k{u) function (and hence, the corre­
sponding P,) switches off, and a new one switches on. 
• p(u) is infinitely differentiable at u if u is not a knot (where it is a polynomial). 
p(u) is k — j times continuously differentiable at a knot of multiplicity j. 
• Variation diminishing property. No plane has more intersections with the curve 
than with the control polygon. 
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• A B-spline curve with no interior knots is a Bezier curve (as 
3.3 Derivatives of the B-spline and its Basis Functions 
The first derivative of a B-spline basis function is given by 
k (3.7) («) = Ni,k-i{u) 
Uj+Jt - Ui Ui+fc+l - Ui+i 
(proof by induction on k ) .  Repeated differentiation produces the general formula 
"JVST-W) 
fc(") = k 
Ui+k — Ui Ui+k+l — Ui+i 
and the j-th derivative of p(u) (with u fixed) is given by 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
1=0 
Now, instead of fixing u, we want to formally differentiate the t-th degree B-
spline curve defined on the knot vector (3.2). Thus, 
pi"(u) = E AfW(«)p,: (3.10) 
1=0 
- ^ ( Ni,k-\{u) ' Ni+i^k-i{u)] P.-T, 
t=0 \^i~k Ui Ui+k+l — Ui+1 
n-1  
=  H E  
k l = —1 
P. +1 
Ui+k+l — ""i+l 
yV.+i,jt_i(u) 
1=0 Ui^k+l — î't+1 
•M+i,fc-i('0 
or. 
p"l(u) = A .-'^°''-'('')P o+<.e ' 
U k - u o  ^ 
Pi+i - P, 
Ui+k+l — Wj+1 Ni+i,k-i{u) 
_^Nn+l,k-l{u)Pn (2 
Un+k+l — «71+1 
Note that the first and last terms evaluate to 0/0, which is 0 by definition. Thus, 
n—I  
p<^'(u) = k^ 
1=0 
Ni+i,k-i{u)- Pi+i - P. 
Ui+k+l — «i+l. 
n —  1  
— ^2 ('OQi 
1=0 
(3.12) 
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where 
Qi = k — — (3.13) 
Ui+k+l — Ui+l 
Now, let be the knot vector obtained by dropping the first and last knots 
from U, i.e., 
^ — [0) ' ' ) 0, lifc-fi,..., Ujji—ii—i,l,...,l] (3.14) 
k k 
(U(^) has m — I knots). Then, it is easy to check that the function Ni+i^k-i{u), 
computed on U, is equal to W;,t_i(«), computed on Thus, 
p(:)(«)=^jV,,t_i(u)Q,- (3.15) 
1=0 
where the A^,\t-i(«) are computed on Hence, p(^)(w) is a {k — l)-th degree 
B-spline curve. And since p(^)(î/) is a B-spline curve, we can apply this formulation 
recursively to obtain higher order derivative. Letting P|°^ = P, and U = we 
write: 
p(u) = pM(u) = f^Ni,,(u)Pf (3.16) 
1=0 
Then, 
with 
and 
pWC) = E ««-.("jPp' (3.17) 
j=0 
PP = X 
Pi, i = 0 
(3.18) 
= [0,. •., 0, U k + i , . . . ,  U m - k - 1,1,. •., Ij (3.19) 
A'-j+l k-j+l 
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4. CURVE SYNTHESIS 
We may now describe the non-periodic, non-rational, uniform B-spline curve 
synthesis for our collision-free path planning problem. Consider the synthesis of a 
cubic B-spline curve with six control points, n = 6, i.e., 
P(K) = F; JV,,3(X)P, (4.1) 
i=0 
where u) are 3^^ degree B-spline basis functions and P,- € are the position 
vectors of the 7 control points of the curve described by the origin of body M in the 
vicinity of a single fixed obstacle, F, as shown in Figure 4.1. Suppose, for now, that 
the orientation of M is fixed. Our problem is to find a curve that: 
• passes through the start point, Pq, and goal point,P„, 
• avoids F by at least some clearance, t, 
• exhibits a relationship between parametric and spatial variation that is constant 
across the entire curve, i.e., curve points are equally spaced along the B-spline 
curve, and 
• has manipulator links that avoid F by at least some clearance, t. 
We assume an initial configuration such that the interior control points P^ Pg 
are equally spaced along the line segment Pj^Pf,*. The curve p(«) is synthesized by 
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Figure 4.1: A simple path planning problem 
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finding control points P1-P5 such that all constraints are satisfied. This formulation 
can be extended to more control points and/or obstacles, as described later. 
4.1 Cost Function 
In order to simultaneously address the global obstacle avoidance and the intrinsic 
shape characteristics, {N + 1) samples of the B-spline curve at constant parametric 
intervals are obtained. Remember that the B-spline is evaluated in the range [0,1]. 
Then, 
1 uo = 0, 
Ui = u,_i + —, (4.2) 
Also, four cost components are defined: 
• cost due to obstacle proximity, Cj, 
• cost due to excessive arc length, Ca, 
• cost due to uneven parametric distribution, (curve points not equally spaced 
along the curve), Cp, and 
• cost due to link proximity, Cl-
Then, the sum of the contribution at each sample (point) for each cost component 
will determine the total cost of the path. That is, 
Ct — Cd + C'a + C'p "F CL, (4.3) 
The cost components are functions of the curve coordinates p(%) or its parametric 
derivative p(^)(u). The coordinates of the interior control points P1-P5 are the 
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independent variables since Pg and Pg are the start and goal point, respectively. 
The cost function also depends on the number of parametric samples, N. This input 
parameter has a trade-off effect in terms of accuracy, convergence, and CPU time. 
4.1.1 Obstacle Proximity Cost 
The cost due to obstacle proximity, Cj, requires a procedure to determine: 
• possible interference between moving object, M, and fixed object, F ,  and/or 
• minimum distance between M  and F .  
This procedure is described in detail in Section 5.3. However, we can mention 
that Cd is a function of the distance between M and F which we will denote as 
d{p{ui),M,F). This value will only be computed when there is no interference 
between M and jP, i.e. M does not intersect F, nor are they tangent. Then, Cu may 
be defined as 
Cd = ^Ci (4.4) 
«•=0 
where 
W i n ,  M  r \  F  
Ci = < Wout (1 - d{p{ u i ) ,  M, F ) / t ) , 0 < (i(p(u,), M, F k )  <  t  (4.5) 
0, t < d{ p { u i ) , M , F )  
here Win > Wout > 0 are constants to penalize more heavily curved points yielding 
interference between M and F than those in the clearance area. The way we compute 
the proximity cost when the distance is in (0, will tend to pull the curve (and M) 
away from F. So, we need to compute a cost due to the increase in length of the 
curve. 
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4.1.2 Arc Length Cost 
The increase in curve.length is measured as a deviation from a straight line 
connecting the start and goal points (PQ and Pe). A chordal approximation is used 
to approximate the total length of the curve, i.e., 
N - l  
L c =  \  p (".+i) - pK) I (4.6) 
,=0 
Thus, 
Ca = 'Wa {Lq— I Pe — PO I) (4-7) 
where Wa > 0 is a constant. 
4.1.3 Parametric Cost 
Now we need to describe an intrinsic constraint, the parametric distribution, to 
address the local behavior of the curve since Cd and Ca are global. The parametric 
cost will try to keep a uniform relationship between parametric and spatial variations, 
giving as a result a smooth curve. In other words, this property will try to drive the 
curve points toward relatively equal spacing. The cost is defined as 
N - l  
C p  =  W p Y  
i=0 
p(u.+i) - p{Ui) 
N - 1 (4.8) 
where Wp > 0 is a constant. 
4.1.4 Link Proximity Cost 
The cost due to manipulator link proximity requires a procedure to determine: 
• manipulator joint variables (angles) and link position in terms of the end-
effector position and orientation (assume we have Ni, links). 
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• unreachable positions for the manipulator, 
• interference between link j, and fixed object, F, and/or, 
• minimum distance between link j and F. 
In essence, this cost is very similar to cost due to obstacle proximity. How­
ever, this cost requires a procedure to solve the inverse kinematics problem for the 
manipulator in order to compute the cost. 
Once we have synthesized the position and orientation for each link, the proce­
dure is exactly the same as the one for proximity cost, that is, link j will replace M, 
will replace Wini and will replace Wout- In the other hand, if the position 
is unreachable, it is handled as an interference between link j and F and a high 
cost, is assigned. The constants Win^Wout^'Wa, Wp, and determine the 
importance we want to give to each cost component. These values are heuristically 
determined by observing the quality of the solution and the computational effort. 
4.1.4.1 Inverse Kinematics Problem The problem of inverse kinematics 
is, in general, difficult to solve since the resulting equations are nonlinear. These 
equations are much more difficult to solve directly in closed form, and we need to use 
efficient and systematic techniques that exploit the particular kinematic structure of 
the manipulator. Whereas the forward kinematics problem always has a unique so­
lution which can be obtained simply by evaluating the forward equations, the inverse 
kinematics problem may or may not have a solution. Also, if the solution exists, it 
may or may not be unique. Furthermore, because the forward kinematic equations 
are in general complicated nonlinear functions of the joint variables, the solutions 
may be difficult to obtain even when they exist. 
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In solving the inverse kinematics problem, we are more interested in finding a 
closed form solution of the equations rather than a numerical solution. Closed form 
solutions are preferable for two reasons: 
• in certain applications, the forward kinematic equations must be solved at a 
rapid rate, and 
• the equations, in general, have multiple solutions. 
Having closed form solutions allows one to develop rules for choosing a particular 
solution from among several. 
The practical question of the existence of solutions to the inverse kinematics 
problem depends on engineering as well as mathematical considerations. We will 
assume that the given position and orientation is such that at least one solution 
exists. Once a solution to the mathematical equations is identified, it must be further 
checked to see whether or not it satisfies all constraints over the ranges of possible 
joint motions. Thus, a geometric approach was used to solve the inverse kinematics 
problem for a revolute-revolute planar manipulator to demonstrate the proposed path 
planning technique. 
For example, for a two-link planar manipulator there may be no solution if 
the given (x,?/) coordinates are out of reach of the manipulator. If the given {x^y) 
coordinates are within the manipulator's reach, there may be two solutions as shown 
in Figure 4.2(a) (the so called elbow up and elbow down configurations) or there may 
be exactly one solution if the manipulator must be fully extended to reach the point. 
There may even be an infinite number of solutions in some cases [152]. 
Consider the diagram of Figure 4.2(b). Using the Law of Cosines, O2 can be 
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Elbow Up 
Elbow Down 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.2: Two inverse kinematic solutions and solving for the joint angles of a 
two-link planar arm 
expressed as 
cos O2 = - gf - al ^ 
20102 ~ ' 
(4.9) 
We then determine O2 as 
02 = cos'XCc) (4.10) 
However, an alternate way to find 62 is to notice that if cos(6)3) is given by 
Equation 4.9, then sin(^2) is given by 
sin 02 = ±^1 - = C. (4.11) 
and, hence, 62 can be found by 
.  n .  (4.12) O2 = tan ^ ^ 
The advantage of this latter approach is that both the elbow-up and elbow-
down solutions are found by choosing the positive and negative signs in Equation 4.9, 
respectively. 
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Finally, 9i is given by 
Bi = tan-i - - tan-i «2 sin 0; '2 (4.13) 
X  -f- 0.2 COS O2 
Notice that d\ depends on 62. This makes sense physically since we would expect 
a different value for 9i depending on which solution is chosen for ^2. 
The cost function requires computation of a minimum distance or interference 
between two ellipses. In order to accomplish this, a constrained minimization problem 
is formulated. The procedure will be described in 2D, although the extension to 3D is 
fairly easy; the changes needed to accomplish this in 3D are described in Section 4.2.2. 
4.2.1 Distance Computation in 2D 
To begin, we will assign an xy-coordinate system to one ellipsoid and an in­
coordinate system to the other. Actually, this is what really happens when we com­
pute the parameters for each enclosing ellipsoid; we use those parameters to rotate 
and translate them. Now, the objective function will be defined as half the square 
of the Euclidean norm of the difference between two points, i.e. ri = [xi, yi] and 
1*2 = [a^2j 2/2]) in the xy-coordinate system: 
Now, since we need these two points to lie on the perimeter of each ellipsoid, the 
4.2 Distance Computation 
(4.14b) 
(4.14a) 
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2L 
Figure 4.3: Distance between two points 
constraints are given by the equation of an ellipse, one for each object: 
hiivi) (6IXI)2 + (AIÎ/I)2 
<N 1 
(4.15) = 
<N 1 
= 0 
/*2(R2) (62X2)^ + (02^2)^ — (0262)^ 
Since we know the parameters that define each ellipsoid, we can obtain a direct 
relationship between the two. Assume that the xy-coordinate system is the coordinate 
system in which the path planning problem is carried out, that is, the global reference 
coordinate system. Then, we would have, for this case, two transformations and 
rotations: 
r = A^r^ + d.A (4.16a) 
= A bTb + dfl (4.16b) 
where A. is the rotation matrix and d. is the translation vector. However, we want to 
have one of these transformed systems as reference. Then, we can solve Equations 4.16 
for Tyi or Vb in order to be able to transform directly from one system to the other. 
Thus, 
AGRG + DG = AYIT/I + DX (4.IT) 
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and now we can solve for either r^i or rg. We will solve for rg: 
tb = Bgr/i + eg 
where 
(4.18) 
Bg = and eg = Ag^d^i - dg) 
This is exactly what we need: a transformation and a rotation of a point in the xy-
coordinate system into the xy-coordinate system. Vectors and dg locate the xy 
and the xy-coordinate system, respectively, and, A^ and Ag are the rotation matri­
ces Ai and A2 for ellipsoids 1 and 2, respectively. For this case of 2D, matrix Eg is 
a rotation matrix given by the relative angle of A-coordinate system with respect to 
^-coordinate system. That is 
r2 = Âr2 + d2 (4.19) 
where 
r2 = 
X2 
, Â = Ce —Se , d2 = 
1 
h Se Ce 1 
, and 6 = 9i — 02 
Now we can proceed to solve our original constrained minimization problem. To 
accomplish that, we use the Lagrange Multiplier method. The first step is to form 
the Hamiltonian: 
//(tj, r2, A) = L-|-A^h (4.20) 
where A = [Ai, A2]^ is an as yet undetermined Lagrange multiplier vector. The 
necessary conditions for a minimum of L that also satisfies the constraint vector, h. 
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are given by the gradient of H set equal to zero, = 0, that is 
Xi — X2 + 2AiXi 
2/1 - 2/2 + 2Ai?/i 
—Xi + 3:2 4- 2A2 (62X3^0 — 0-2y2Se) 
~yi + 2/2 + 2A2 {62X280 + ci2y2ce) 
h 
/12 
(4.21) 
Here, = dHld{'). 
A stationary point of the set of Equations 4.21 would yield a minimum of L 
and also would satisfy the constraint vector h. We could use Newton's method for 
solving nonlinear equations. However, it has an unfortunate tendency to wander 
off into the wild blue yonder if the initial guess is not sufficiently close to the root. 
An algorithm that combines the rapid local convergence of Newton's method with a 
globally convergent strategy that will guarantee some progress towards the solution 
at each iteration will be described in Chapter 5. 
4.2.2 Distance Computation in 3D 
This section will describe the necessary changes of the objective and constraint 
functions, shown in Section 4.2.1, in order to accomplish a distance computation 
in 3D. We will start with the objective function, which in essence is the same: it is 
half the square of the norm 2 of the difference between two points in 
(4.22b) 
(4.22a) 
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Thus, the constraints become 
h = hiiri) 
h2{r2) 
= 0 (4.23) {biCiXi^ + (aiciyi)^ + - (aièiCi)^ 
(6362^2)^ 4- (0202^2)^ + (0262^1)^ - (026262)^ 
The relationship between xy and xy-coordinate systems is given by Equation 4.18. 
The transformation matrices are given by Equation 2.5 with Euler angles ?/>,, 0,-, 
and i E {1,2}. The form of the Hamiltonian remains the same as shown by 
Equation 4.20. The gradient of H is the one that changes. It is given by 
(1 — 2XibiCi)xi — X2 
(1 — 2\\a\Ci)yi — Î/2 
(1 — 2XiCiibi)z\ — 22 
—Xi + Z2 + 2A2(62C2.'C20i,I + <12^2^201,2 + 02^2-2201,3) 
~2/l + 2/2 "f 2A2(&2C2i2Ô2,l + 02^2^202,2 + 02^2-2202,3) 
—zi + Z2 4" 2A2 (62^2^203,1 + 0262^203,2 + 0262^203,3) 
hi 
/12 
4.3 Orientation of the Moving Object 
Although the orientation of the moving object does not contribute directly to 
the cost function, it does yield a different optimal solution for each case analyzed. 
Three possible orientation cases are analyzed: 
•
 
Hx2 II 
H,, 
Hx. 
•
 
= 0 (4.24) 
Fixed: The orientation remains the same during the path synthesis. It is an input 
parameter for the computer program developed to solve our path planning 
problem. 
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As a design variable: An initial orientation is provided and every time that the 
control point coordinates are perturbed, so is the orientation of the moving 
object. Once perturbed, it remains fixed during the cost function evaluation. 
Given by the first derivative of the curve: Every time a new path is computed, 
so is the slope or Euler angles at each i — 0,..., N. Then, that value is 
assigned as its orientation angle or Euler angles to M in order to compute the 
proximity cost for each c,- component. 
This last orientation case is computed for 2D as follows: at each curve point, 
the first derivative curve will have an x and a y component. Then, to obtain the 
slope at that point, we use the arctan2(77, function with ^ and 77 being the x and y 
components, respectively, of the B-spline first derivative. 
For the 3D case, we use a similar procedure as for the 2D case. The first derivative 
of the B-spline curve will have x, y, and z components (^, 7/, C) for each curve point. 
Then, we compute two of the Euler angles for each curve point with the following 
relations: 
0 = arctan2 (c,\/F+?) (4.25) 
(f> = arctan2(7;,^) (4.26) 
The other Euler angle, t /j , is set to zero. 
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5. PROCEDURE TO FIND DISTANCE 
In this chpater we will discribe the procedure used to find the minimum distance 
and/or interference between two ellipsoids which is required by the cost function 
to compute the object/manipulator link proximity cost. Our estated path planning 
problem requires that a moving object, M, should avoid fixed object, F, by at least 
some clearance, t. Therefore, in order to determine this, we need to compute the 
minimum distance among objects M and F, The procedure is a more sophisticated 
implementation of the multidimensional root finding Newton-Raphson method [30]. 
This method will try to improve on Newton-Raphson's poor global convergence. 
5.1 Globally Convergent Newton's Method 
A typical problem gives n functional relations to be zeroed, involving variables 
3 / 1 ,  Z  —  1 , 2 ,  .  .  .  , / l .  
We let X denote the entire vector of values, z,, and F denote the entire vector of 
functions, F,-. In the neighborhood of x, each of the functions Fi can be expanded in 
a Taylor series 
^ —  0  ^  —  1 , 2 , . . . , 7 2 .  (5.1) 
JL d F 
Fi{x + 6x) = F.(x) -K T 0(W). 
7=1 axi (5.2) 
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The matrix of partial derivatives appearing in Equation 5.2 is the Jacobian matrix, J: 
A, - g. (5.3) 
In matrix notation Equation 5.2 is 
F(x + (5x) = F(x) + J6x + 0((5x2). (5.4) 
By neglecting terms of order 6x^ and higher and by setting F(x + 6x) = 0, we obtain 
a set of linear equations for the corrections of 6x that move each function closer to 
zero simultaneously, namely 
J(5x = -F (5.5) 
yielding 
<5x=-J-^F. (5.6) 
The corrections are then added to the solution vector, 
Xneu) — Xg/j 4" Syi (o.7) 
A reasonable strategy to decide whether to accept the Newton step 6x is to require 
the step decrease | F p= F^F. This is the same requirement we would impose if we 
were trying to minimize 
f = (5.8) 
Every solution to Equation 5.1 minimizes Equation (5.8), but there may be local 
minima of Equation (5.8) that are not solutions to Equation (5.1). Thus, simply 
applying a minimum finding algorithm is not a good idea. 
Note that the Newton step is a descent direction for /: 
V/6x = (FJ)(-J-^F) = -FF < 0 (5.9) 
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Thus, our strategy is to always try the full Newton step first, because once we are 
close enough to the solution we will get quadratic convergence. However, we check 
at each iteration that the proposed step reduces /. If not, we backtrack along the 
Newton direction until we have an acceptable step. Note that this method essentially 
minimizes / by taking Newton steps designed to bring V/ to zero. While the method 
can still occasionally fail by landing on a local minimum of /, this is quite rare in 
practice. If this happens, the remedy is to try a new starting point. 
5.1.1 Line Searches and Backtracking 
When we are not close enough to the minimum of /, taking the full Newton 
step, p = 6x, need not decrease the function. We may move too far for the quadratic 
approximation to be valid. All we are guaranteed is that initially f decreases as we 
move in the Newton direction. So the goal is to move to a new point x„eu; along the 
direction of the Newton step p, but not necessarily all the way, 
Xneu, = XoM + ^ p, 0 < ^ < 1 (5.10) 
The aim is to find /3 so that f{Xnew) has decreased sufficiently. Since p is always 
the Newton direction, we first try ^ = 1, the full Newton step. This will lead to 
quadratic convergence when x is sufficiently close to the solution. However, if /(x„e,y) 
does not meet our acceptance criteria, we backtrack along the Newton direction, 
trying a smaller value of P, until we find a suitable point. Since the Newton direction 
is a descent direction, we are guaranteed to decrease / for sufficiently small /). 
It is not sufficient to require that f{Xnew) < /(Xo/d) as the criterion for accepting 
a step. It can fail to converge to a minimum of / in one of two ways. First, it 
is possible to construct steps satisfying this criterion with / decreasing too slowly 
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relative to the step lengths. Second, one can have a sequence where the steps lengths 
are too small relative to the initial rate of decrease of /. 
A simple way to fix the first problem is to require the average rate of decrease 
of / to be at least some fraction, a, of the initial rate of decrease of V/ • p: 
^ fi^old) 4" OC^f ' ^ow) (5.11) 
Here the parameter a satisfies 0 < a < 1. We can get away with quite small values 
of a (a = 10"'' is a good choice). 
The second problem can be fixed by requiring the rate of decrease of / at Knew 
to be greater than some fraction, /3, of the rate of decrease of / at Xou- In practice, 
we will not need to impose this second constraint because our backtracking algorithm 
will have a built-in cutoff to avoid taking steps that are too small. 
Here is the strategy for a practical backtracking routine. Define . 
</(^) =/(XoW + ^P) (5.12) 
so that 
g'm = Vf-p (5.13) 
If we need to backtrack, then we model g with the most current information we have 
and choose /3 to minimize the model. We start with ^(0) and g'{0) available. The 
first step is always the Newton step, /3 = 1. If this step is not acceptable, we have 
available g(l) as well. We can therefore model g{l5) as a quadratic: 
Oil^) - [f(l) - <7(0) - (/'(O)] (5'^ + <?'(0)^ + <7(0) (5.14) 
Taking the derivative of this quadratic, we find that it is a minimum when 
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Since the Newton step failed, we can show that ^ ^ \ for small a. However, we need 
to guard against too small a value of We set /?min = 0.1. 
On second and subsequent backtracks, we model g as a cubic in /3, using the 
previous value, £f(/?i), and the second most recent value, g{^2)i 
g{f3) — ki/3^ + + g'{0)P + g'(O) (5.16) 
Requiring this expression to give the correct values of g at /?i and /?2 gives two 
equations that can be solved for the coefficients ki and Arg: 
h 
k2 
1 X  c j L  
— A 
The minimum of Equation 5.16 is at: 
t  I .  
gil^i) — y(0)/)i - fi'(O) 
9W2) — g'{^)02 — f f (0)  
—^2 + \Jk2 — Skig'{0) " = % 
We require 13 to lie between /S^ax = 0.5^i and Pmin = 0.1/?i. 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
5.2 Examples 
For the following examples, two figures will be shown for each one. One will 
show the two ellipsoids and where the point lie which give minimum distance or 
interference. The other figure will show how those points are reached. The initial 
values are marked by a star. 
The initial values to start the search are chosen as 
Ci  -  C2 -  ^  + R min (6 , )  (5.19) 
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Table 5.1: Parameter values for Figure 5.1 
Parameter 1 
Ellipse 
2 
a 1.0 1.50 
b 0.7 0.80 
e° 0.0 105.00 
{ d x ,  d y )  (0,0) (1.72, 1.20) 
ri (0.931462, 0.254693) 
r2 (1.187744, 0.397701) 
distance 0.2935 
seed 12345678.0000 
where is a component of the coordinate system, Ci,2 is the difference from origin 1 
to origin 2 in the C direction, and il is a random number between (0,1). This rela­
tionship was chosen because the solution will be located in the direction of a vector 
from origin 1 pointing to origin 2. 
5.2.1 2 Dimensions 
Our first example shows an ellipse in the vicinity of another one, see Figure 5.1. 
Table 5.1 shows the parameter values for each ellipse and the location of the points 
yielding a minimum distance. The next example. Figure 5.2 shows two other ellipses 
that exhibit an interference. Table 5.2 shows the parameter values for each ellipse 
and the location of final points. 
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Figure 5.1: Location of points yielding minimum distance between two ellipses: (a) 
complete figure and (b) zoom of the location 
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0 6  
OJ 
0.3 .S 
|j 
JL9. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.2: Location of points yielding interference between two ellipses: (a) com­
plete figure and (b) zoom of the location 
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Table 5.2: Paremeter values for Figure 5.2 
Parameter 1 
Ellipse 
2 
a 1.25 1.50 
b 0.70 0.80 
6° 0.00 65.00 
{ d x i  d y )  (0,0) (1.50,-1.00) 
ri (1.248397, 0.035438) 
r2 (1.248397, 0.035438) 
distance 0 
seed 12345678 
5.2.2 3 Dimensions 
Figure 5.3 shows two ellipsoids and the steps taken to reach the points, on the 
surface of the ellipsoids, that yield minimum distance between the two ellipsoids. 
Table 5.3 shows the parameter values for each ellipsoid and the location of the points 
which yield minimum distance. The initial values for points 1 and 2 are equal and 
are chosen the same way explained for 2D in the previous section. 
The following example presents two ellipsoids when there exists interference be­
tween them. Figure 5.4 shows the ellipsoids and the steps taken to reach the points 
yielding minimum distance between the ellipsoids. Table 5.4 shows the parameter 
values for each ellipsoid, the points yielding minimum distance, ri and rg, and the 
corresponding distance which in this case is zero because the ellipsoids are intersecting 
with each other. 
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re 5.3; Location of points yielding minimum distance between two ellipsoids: 
(a) complete figure and (b) zoom of the location 
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Table 5.3: Paremeter values for Figure 5.3 
Parameter 1 
Ellipse 
2 
a 1.3 2.0 
b 0.8 1.3 
c 0.6 1.0 
(0,0,0) (0,10,75) 
i^dxi dy^ dz) (0,0,0) (2.5,-2,0.5) 
ri (1.146176, -0.345219, 0.114533) 
rg (1.706160, -0.790598, 0.377221) 
distance 0.7622 
seed 12345678.0000 
Table 5.4: Paremeter values for Figure 5.4 
Parameter 1 
Ellipse 
2 
a 1.3 2.0 
b 0.8 1.3 
c 0.6 1.0 
(0,0,0) (0,35,45) 
(t/j;, f/y, dz) (0,0,0) (2.5,1.5,0.75) 
ri • (0.9177, 0.4684, 0.2699) 
rg (0.9177, 0.4684, 0.2699) 
distance 0 
seed 81726354 
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(b) 
Figure 5.4: Location of points yielding interference between two ellipsoids; (a) com­
plete figure and (b) zoom of the location 
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5.3 Procedure to Find Interference/Distance 
In order to reduce superfluous distance calculations, we test first the distance, t/o, 
between the origin of the moving object, M, located at p(u,), and the origin of the 
k-th obstacle, 
1. If do > (aM+ciF+t), there is no interference and no' need to compute a minimum 
distance, c, = 0. Test the next object. 
2. If do < (6m + bp), M intersects or is tangent to F ,  q  =  W i n .  Test the next 
object. 
3. If none of the above is true, start the procedure to find the minimum distance 
between two ellipsoids. 
Here Cm  and 6yv/ are ellipsoids parameters defining the moving object. A/, ap 
and hp are ellipsoids parameters defining the fixed object F, and c, is the obstacle 
proximity cost component at point p(u,) of the path. 
Once the distance between an ellipsoid in the vicinity of another has been com­
puted, as described in Section 4.2.1, Equation 4.5 is used to determine the contribu­
tion to the cost function for that particular position, p(k,). The previous procedure 
is carried out for all points, N, in the path and for all fixed objects (obstacles). No-
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6. SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHM 
The simulated annealing algorithm is a technique that has attracted significant 
attention as suitable for optimization problems of large scale, especially ones where a 
desired global extremum is hidden among many, poorer, local extrema [40,42,44,47, 
48,86,128,140]. For practical purposes, simulated annealing has effectively "solved" 
the famous traveling salesman problem of finding the shortest cyclical itinerary for a 
traveling salesman who must visit each of some number of cities in turn [128]. The 
method has also been used successfully for designing complex integrated circuits [18, 
31,45,182]. The arrangement of several hundred thousand circuit elements on a tiny 
silicon substrate is optimized so as to minimize interference among their connecting 
wires. Surprisingly, the implementation of the algorithm is relatively simple. 
Notice that the two applications cited are both examples of combinatorial opti­
mization. There is an objective function to be minimized, as usual; but the space 
over which that function is defined is not simply the n-dimensional space of n con­
tinuously variable parameters. Rather, it is a discrete, but very large, configuration 
space. The number of elements in the configuration space is factorially large, so that 
they cannot be explored exhaustively. Furthermore, since the set is discrete, we are 
deprived of any notion of "continuing downhill in a favorable direction." The concept 
of "direction" may not have any meaning in the configuration space [86]. 
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This chapter describes the algorithm that was used for our path planning and 
obstacle avoidance problem and its differences from the "standard" procedure. 
6.1 The Algorithm 
In its original form, the simulated annealing algorithm is based on the analogy 
between the simulation of the annealing of solids and the problem of solving large 
combinatorial optimization problems [76]. For this reason the algorithm became 
known as "simulated annealing." In condensed matter physics, annealing denotes a 
physical process in which a solid in a heat bath is heated up by increasing the temper­
ature of the heat bath to a maximum value at which all particles of the solid randomly 
arrange themselves in the liquid phase, followed by cooling by slowly lowering the 
temperature of the heat bath. In this way, all particles arrange themselves in the low 
energy ground state of a corresponding lattice, provided the maximum temperature 
is sufficiently high and the cooling is carried out sufficiently slowly. Starting off at the 
maximum value of the temperature, the cooling phase of the annealing process can 
be described as follows. At each temperature value, T, the solid is allowed to reach 
thermal equilibrium, characterized by a probability of being in a state with energy E 
given by the Boltzmann distribution: 
<G.l) 
where Z{T) is a normalization factor known as the partition function which depends 
on the temperature T, and fcg is the Boltzmann constant. The factor 
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is know as the Boltzmann factor. As the temperature decreases, the Boltzmann dis­
tribution concentrates on the states with lowest energy and finally, when the temper­
ature approaches zero, only the minimum energy states have a non-zero probability 
of occurrence. However, it is well known that if the cooling is too rapid, i.e. if the 
solid is not allowed to reach thermal equilibrium for each temperature value, defects 
can be "frozen" into the solid and metastable amorphous structures can be reached 
rather than the low energy crystalline lattice structure. Furthermore, in a process 
known in condensed matter physics as quenching, the temperature of the heat bath 
is lowered instantaneously which results again in a freezing of the particles in the 
solid into one of the metastable amorphous structures. 
To simulate the evolution to thermal equilibrium of a solid for a fixed value of 
the temperature, T, Metropolis et al. [106] proposed a Monte Carlo method which 
generates sequences of states of the solid in the following way. Given the current 
state of the solid characterized by the positions of its particles, a small perturbation, 
randomly generated, is applied by a small displacement of a randomly chosen particle. 
If the difference in energy, AE, between the current state and the slightly perturbed 
one is negative, i.e. if the perturbation results in a lower energy for the solid, then 
the process is continued with the new state. If AE > 0, then the probability of 
acceptance of the perturbed state is given by 
This acceptance rule for new states is referred to as the Metropolis criterion. Follow­
ing this criterion, the system eventually evolves into thermal equilibrium, i.e. after 
a large number of perturbations, using the aforementioned acceptance criterion, the 
probability distribution of the states approaches the Boltzmann distribution, given by 
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Equation 6.1. In statistical mechanics this Monte Carlo procedure, which is known 
as the Metropolis algorithm, is a well-known method used to estimate averages or 
integrals by means of random sampling techniques. 
The Metropolis algorithm can also be used to generate sequences of configu­
rations of a combinatorial optimization problem. In that case, the configurations 
assume the role of the states of a solid while the cost function, C, and the control 
parameter, c, take the roles of energy and temperature, respectively. The simulated 
annealing algorithm can now be viewed as a sequence of Metropolis algorithms eval­
uated at a sequence of decreasing values of the control parameter. It can thus be 
described as follows. Initially, the control parameter is given a high value and a 
sequence of configurations of the combinatorial optimization problem is generated. 
As in the iterative improvement algorithm, a generation mechanism is defined, so 
that, given a configuration z, another configuration j can be obtained by choosing at 
random an element from the neighborhood of i. The latter corresponds to the small 
perturbation in the Metropolis algorithm. Let AC = Cj — C,-. Then the probabil­
ity of configuration j to be the next configuration in the sequence is given by 1, if 
AC < 0, and by exp(—AC/c), if AC > 0 (the Metropolis criterion). Thus, there is 
a non-zero probability of continuing with a configuration with higher cost than the 
current configuration. This process is continued until the equilibrium is reached, that 
is, until the probability distribution of the configuration approaches the Boltzmann 
distribution. 
The control parameter is then lowered in steps, with the system being allowed 
to approach equilibrium for each step by generating a sequence of configurations 
in the previously described way. The algorithm is terminated for some small value 
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of c, for which virtually no deteriorations are accepted any more. The final "frozen" 
configuration is then taken as the solution of the problem at hand. 
Comparing iterative improvement and simulated annealing, it is apparent that 
the situation where the control parameter in the simulated annealing algorithm is set 
to zero corresponds to a version of iterative improvement (it is not iterative improve­
ment per se because in an iterative improvement approach the neighboring configura­
tions are not necessarily examined in a random order). In the analogy with condensed 
matter physics, this corresponds to the previously mentioned quenching process. On 
the contrary, simulated annealing is a generalization of the iterative improvement in 
that it accepts, with non-zero but gradually decreasing probability, deteriorations in 
the cost function. However, it is not clear whether it performs better than repeated 
application of iterative improvement (for a number of different initial configurations). 
Both algorithms converge asymptotically to a globally minimal configuration of the 
problem at hand. Lundy and Mees [104] showed for a certain problem that simulated 
annealing performs better than repeated applications of iterative improvement. 
6.2 The Implementation 
Given a cost function, C(z), and an initial (solution) state, Zo, the algorithm 
seeks to improve the current solution by randomly perturbing Zq. The Metropolis al­
gorithm was used for acceptance/rejection of the new state at a given temperature T. 
The steps in the procedure can be summarized as follows: 
1. Randomly perturb z and calculate the corresponding change in cost, AC. 
2. If AC < 0, accept the state. 
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3. If AC > 0, accept the state with probability 
P{AC) = exp , 
this represents the core or "inner loop" of the SA algorithm. The acceptance criterion 
is implemented by generating a random number, R G [0,1] and comparing it to 
P{AC). li R < P(AC), then the new state is accepted. For any given temperature, 
the inner loop must proceed long enough for the system to reach steady state [76]. 
The "outer loop" of the algorithm is referred to as the cooling schedule, and 
specifies the equation by which the temperature is decreased. The algorithm termi­
nates when the cost function remains approximately unchanged, for example, for Nout 
consecutive outer loop iterations. 
Any implementation of simulated annealing generally requires four component 
parts: 
1. a problem configuration (domain over which the solution will be sought), 
2. a neighborhood definition (which governs the nature and magnitude of allowable 
perturbations), 
3. a cost function, and 
4. a cooling schedule (which controls both the rate of temperature decrement and 
the number of inner loop iterations). 
The domain for our problem is simply the real plane in 2D or 3D; control 
points (P,) are allowed to take any value in or The cost function was de­
scribed in detail in Section 4.1. The neighborhood function used for this study is 
the same used by Malhotra, et al. (1991) which is modeled as an e ball in 2D and 
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a sphere in 3D around each control poirit. All free control points of the curve must 
be perturbed at each step of the SA algorithm. To determine a perturbation for any 
given control point, four random numbers are generated. Two of them are used to 
specify the magnitude of the perturbation and the other two to determine the sign 
of the perturbation {R G [0,1]). To reduce the size of the allowable perturbations 
with temperature, thus ensuring more local perturbations at low temperature, the 
following limiting function [32] was used: 
where Cmax is an input parameter (or a percent of the linear distance between initial 
and final curve points), and T, To, Tj are the current, initial and final temperatures, 
respectively. In our study, temperature is simply a high value (of energy). 
The cooling schedule is one of the most critical aspects of the SA algorithm. 
Many variants of the SA algorithm have been presented since its 1982 introduc­
tion. Two general classes of this technique were distinguished by VanLaarhoven and 
Class A Those with a variable number of inner loop iterations (Markov chain length) 
and fixed temperature decrement, and 
Class B Those with a fixed number of inner loop iterations and variable temperature 
decrement. 
However, based on results presented by Malhotra, et al. (1991) , a hybrid cooling 
schedule in which both the temperature and the inner loop criterion vary continuously 
through the annealing process [32,38] is used. The outer loop behaves nominally as 
•max (6.2) 
Aarts (1998): 
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a constant decrement factor, 
7i+i = aTi (6.3) 
where a = 0.90. The temperature throughout the inner loop is allowed to vary 
proportionally with the current optimal value of the cost function. So, denoting the 
inner loop index as j, the temperature is modified when a state is accepted, i.e., 
where Ciast and Tiaat are the cost and temperature associated with the last accepted 
state. Note that at high temperatures, a high percentage of states are accepted, so 
the temperature can fluctuate by a substantial magnitude within the inner loop. By 
eliminating the necessity to atain equilibrium at high values of temperature [38], this 
modification reduces computational effort. 
A criterion for the inner loop, described by Devadas and Newton (1987) which is 
based on the number of degrees of freedom of the system and the current temperature, 
was employed. Since each coordinate direction can be perturbed in both a positive 
and negative sense, it was considered that the system has two degress of freedom 
per interior control point coordinate direction. Devadas and Newton observed that 
at higher temperatures, equilibrium is attained faster, that is, in a fewer number 
of states. So, they introduce a function to gradually increase the number of states 
attempted in the inner loop at each temperature. They empirically found that if the 
number of states per fundamental unit (in our case degree of freedom) varied from 
about two at high temperatures to about ten at low temperatures, good solutions 
were obtained without excessive inner loop iterations at higher temperatures. Thus, 
Ti = 
^laat 
(6.4) 
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the following function was used to determine the number of inner loop iterations, 
where Njoj is the number of degrees of freedom in the system. It has been found 
that this hybrid cooling schedule, which combines the variable temperature scheme 
of Elperin with the inner loop criterion control of Devadàs and Newton, holds for this 
work too and is an ideal simulated annealing formulation for the collision-free path 
planning problem. 
The initial temperature must be chosen such that the system has sufficient en­
ergy to visit the entire solution space. An approach is to simply select an arbitrary 
temperature and attempt a number of state transitions. The system is sufficiently 
melted if a large percentage (e.g., 80%) of the state transitions are accepted. If the 
initial guess for the temperature yields less than this percentage, To can be scaled 
linearly and the process repeated. An initial guess which yields excessive acceptance 
(e.g., >95%) is also counter productive, indicating too much energy in the system, 
so To is scaled accordingly to reach the 80% acceptance level. The algorithm will 
proceed to a reasonable solution even if there is excessive energy in the system. It is 
simply less computationally efficient than a solution that starts from a lower temper­
ature. Besides the stopping criterion mentioned above, which indicates convergence 
to a global minimum, the algorithm is also terminated by setting a final temperature 
or an upper bound on the number of outer loop iterations, Notu- The latter was 
chosen for our formulation and calcuate the final temperature, T/, as. 
(6.5) 
Tj = o^-'To (6.6) 
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Finally, the feasibility and performance of any simulated annealing implemen­
tation depends crucially on a robust random number generator. To enhance code 
portability and the overall quality of our random numbers, the simple Lehmer gener­
ator algorithm presented by Park and Miller (1988) was implemented giving excellent 
results. 
Figure 6.1 shows a flowchart of the computer program implementation of the 
simulated annealing and its cost function. 
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Figure 6.1: Computer program implementation of the simulated annealing algo­
rithm 
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7. APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
The algorithms to obtain a collision-free path for robots using simulated anneal­
ing were implemented in C on a personal DECstation 5000/25 workstation running 
Ultrix 4.2a and/or an IBM RISC Sytem/6000 550 running AIX 3.2. All the figures 
were obtained with Mathematica V2.2. 
We will describe application examples with single and multiple obstacles in 2D 
and 3D. In Section 7.1, some 2D examples are discussed with and without a manipu­
lator. We will start with examples in 2D. In all examples presented here, the number 
of curve sample points, N, was set to 50. The position of the manipulator and/or 
moving object is shown for every three samples. 
7.1 Examples in 2D 
Our first example is similar to the simple configuration shown in Figure 4.1 and 
will demonstrate the robustness of the simulated annealing algorithm with respect 
to different initial conditions as shown in Figure 7.1. For now, no link proximity 
cost is included. In this example, we synthesize a fourth order (i.e., a cubic) B-spline 
with seven control points (n = 6) in the vicinity of a single obstacle. The resulting 
knot vector, U, is [0,0,0,0,1/4,1/2,3/4,1,1,1,1]. It is obtain as follows: The number 
of elements, m, is computed with Equation 3.6 yielding m = 10. The knot vector is 
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(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2 
re 7.1: Initial configurations: (a) near global minimum and (b) near local min­
imum 
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non-periodic, then the first and last {k + 1) elements will be 0 and 1, respectively. In 
this case, we have a cubic B-spline, then the first 4 elements of U are equal to zero, 
and the last 4 elements are equal to 1. This leaves 3 knot values to determine. The 
knot vector should be uniform, then we should have equally spaced knots and that 
yields the values 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4. The cost function is calculated as described in 
Chapter 4 but, for now, no link proximity cost is included, i.e., = 0. 
In Figure 7.1(a), the initial position of the interior (free) control points is shown 
as equally distributed on the line connecting the curve end points. Since the fixed 
end points of the curve are skewed toward the upper left-side of the obstacle, it is 
clear that this simple path planning problem has two minima. One solution yields 
a curve which passes below the obstacle, and the other, a curve which passes over 
the obstacle. The global minimum, the curve with the lowest cost, is the one passing 
over the obstacle. Obviously, the initial configuration shown in Figure 7.1(a) is closer 
to the global minimum, while the configuration shown in Figure 7.1(b) is closer to 
the other, local, minimum. 
In order to demonstrate that the simulated annealing algorithm will find the 
global minimum, we compared each of these initial configurations with various differ­
ent initial seeds for the random number generator. The specific cost and annealing 
parameters for these cases were assigned as, iw,n = 100, Wout = 100, lUa = 150, 
Wp = 20, Emax = 1. We used these values because we want to penalize more for 
total length of the curve and obstacle interference than for uneven distribution of 
the curve points. The start point, PQ, is located at (6,9), and the goal point, P^, is 
located at (5,3). The geometric and computational results are presented in Tables 7.1 
and 7.2, and a representative example solution is shown in Figure 7.2. Figure 7.3 
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Figure 7.2: Representative solution for Case 1 and 2 
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Figure 7.3: Cost function behavior of accepted states 
shows the typical behavior of the cost function. Note that the simulated annealing 
performs a fine tuning once locating the minimum; in other words, the parametric 
cost starts to influence more in the cost function. One can see from the results that 
the algorithm reaches a solution near the global minimum with approximately the 
same computational effort and regardless of initial conditions. 
The second example will help to demonstrate the solution of an obstacle avoid­
ance problem with multiple objects as shown in Figure 7.4. The degree of the curve 
and number of control points are input parameters specified by the user. For this 
case, the values k = 4 (fourth degree B-spline) and n = 8 (eight control points) 
were selected, yielding a five-segment B-spline with non-periodic, uniform knot vec­
tor U = [ 0,0,0,0,0,1/5,2/5,3/5,4/5,1,1,1,1,1]. The other annealing parameters were: 
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Table 7.1: Path planning solution for Case 1 
Seed Solution Control Points Cost Computation Time 
(CPU seconds) 
12345678 (5.59,8.60), (4.45,8.13) 
(3.26,6.77), (4.27,4.68) 
(4.72,3.67) 
205.95 389.1 
21436857 (5.47,8.59), (4.31,8.21) 
(3.23,6.44), (4.44,4.63) 
(4.85,3.63) 
205.71 421.0 
36857 (5.49.8.63), (4.26,8.09) 
(3.26,6.51), (4.31,4.64) 
(4.72.3.64) 
205.57 323.5 
901040 (5.63,8.74), (4.55,8.13) 
(3.26,6.88), (4.25,4.61) 
(4.66,3.57) 
207.14 400.8 
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Table 7.2: Path planning solution for Case 2 
Seed Solution Control Points Cost Computation Time 
(CPU seconds) 
12345678 (5.54,8.63), 
(3.26,6.70), 
(4.67,3.57) 
4.39,8.07) 
4.33,4.70) 
203.85 316.1 
542859 (5.52,8.65), 
(3.26,6.45), 
(4.72,3.56) 
4.32,8.29) 
4.31,4.77) 
205.97 409.7 
51864 (5.61,8.68), 
(3.25,6.49), 
(4.77,3.61) 
4.28,8.19) 
4.35,4.65) 
206.31 411.4 
25 (5.48,8.62), 
(3.28,6.80), 
(4.65,3.67) 
4.30,8.08) 
4.28,4.65) 
208.37 376.9 
Figure 7.4: Initial configuration 
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Win = 150, Wout = 150, Wa = 300, Wp = 75, Cmax = 1- The start point is Pq = (1,1), 
and the goal points is Pg = (9,9). Again, as in the previous example, neither the 
computation time nor the final solution were greatly affected by the initial configu­
ration of the control points and/or the seed for the random number generator. The 
CPU time for this example was ~ 1000 seconds which is about twice the time taken 
by the previous example. This is due mainly to the increase in the number of ob­
stacles. However, the simulated annealing algorithm proved to be robust and the 
minimum was very similar in each orientation case. Figures 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7 show 
the resulting path for each case. 
In our next example, we will discuss the role weights (t«(.)) play in the algorithm 
to obtain an optimal path when link proximity cost is included. First, we will de­
scribe an example in which a two-link planar manipulator is used to obtain the path. 
Figure 7.8 shows the two possible configurations of the manipulator, i.e., elbow up 
and elbow down, that are considered. The parameters defining the enclosing ellipse 
for each link is provided as input data. The Hnk length will be taken as twice the 
value of the major semi-axis of its enclosing ellipse. Link 1 will be the link rotating 
about the origin, and link 2 will be the one following the path. This implies that the 
solution path should be inside the working range of the manipulator. These kine­
matic characteristics are handle by the manipulator link proximity cost described 
in Section 4.1.4. Also, due to the interference of the obstacle with link 1, the only 
solution for either configuration shown in Figure 7.8 is that link 1 must rotate in the 
counterclockwise direction to reach the goal point. 
The selected degree, k, and number of control points, «, were 3 and 6, respec­
tively. Here, in order to reach the goal point, we reduce the weights of the cost due to 
Figure 7.5: Path planning problem with multiple obstacles and fixed orientation for 
moving object, Om = 0° 
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Figure 7.6: Path planning problem with multiple obstacles and orientation ot" mov­
ing object as another d.o.f., 0\i = 45.6° 
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Figure 7.7; Path planning problem with multiple obstacles and variable orientation 
for moving object 
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re 7.8: Path planning problem when kinematic characteristics of a manipulator 
are included 
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excessive arc length and uneven parametric distribution. These weights were in the 
order of 1/20 in relation to the other weights. These are the values used: = 10, 
~ 10, iO(j — 0.5, Wp — 0.5, ~ 10, — 10, and ^rnax — 1* The start 
point, Po, is located at (1,10) and the goal point, Pg is at (10,1). As in the previous 
example, the initial location of the interior B-spline control points is in a straight line 
from Po to Pg. The solution to the obstacle avoidance problem is shown in Figure 7.9 
and was found in about 880 seconds with a final cost of 6.86. Figure 7.10 shows the 
solution path and its control point polygon. The solution shown in Figure 7.9 was 
reached by testing several weight values for each configuration of the manipulator 
shown in Figure 7.8. The program developed for this research work is sufficiently 
flexible to incorporate bounds on the joint angles of the manipulator. This feature 
can help to obtain the solution path for the obstacle avoidance problem. In this case, 
we did not allow the rotation angle of link 1 to take values in the range 25° to 55°. 
Now, the importance of each weight can be seen in Figure 7.11 and 7.12. Fig­
ure 7.11 shows a "solution" when the parametric weight is too high compared to the 
others. Here, all the weights have the same value, i.e. Win = '^out = '^a = Wp = 
wfn = 'Wout — 10- This will force the algorithm to come up with a solution in which 
either the points are evenly distributed along a path in which there exists interference 
between link 1 and the obstacle, see Figure 7.11, or most of the points are located in 
either upper-left or lower-right side of the obstacle and there also exists interference, 
see Figure 7.12. This is the main reason why one should check the resulting solution 
to look for any interference. 
Since the algorithm will only consider the numerical minimization of the cost 
function, one should provide additional information to determine, during the mini-
Figure 7.9: Solution to an obstacle avoidance problem when link proximity cost and 
bounds on joint angles are included 
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Figure 7.10; Solution path and control point polygon for Figure 7.9 
Figure 7.11: Solution with good parametric distribution; however, there exists 
terference 
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Figure 7.12: Solution when most of the points are on one side of the path 
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mization process, whether or not the path is a valid one, and then incorporate that 
into the program developed for this purpose. This is not an easy task mainly because 
it is highly dependent on the application of this technique. However, we can show 
the most important points to be considered and that way we apply this technique to 
a wide variety of collision-free path planning problems. 
The next example is very similar to the previous one. However, in this case there 
is no possible interference between link 1 and the obstacle. Figure 7.13 shows the 
initial configuration used, the final path and its control point polygon obtained with 
the proposed technique. The parameters used were; = 3, n = 6, the cost weights 
were all equal to 5, Cmax = 1, Po = (6,9), and Pe = (5,3). The solution, shown in 
Figure 7.14, was reached in 634.6 seconds with a final cost equal to 39.97. Figure 7.15 
shows the behavior of the cost function for this obstacle avoidance problem. 
Figure 7.16 shows another solution when the weight for the parametric cost is 
high and the weight for the arc length is set low. Figure 7.17 shows the final path 
and its control point polygon. This relation between the two weights gives a good 
parametric distribution but produces a lengthy path. Care must be taken when 
choosing these two weights. 
7.2 Examples in 3D 
We will start with a simple 3D path planning problem in which a single obstacle 
is present. The obstacle is located at (5,5^5) with Euler angles 'ip = —22°, 0 = —49°, 
and (t> = —25°. The semi-axes values are a = 2, 6 = 1.3, and c = 0.8 with a clearance 
value of 0.2. The dimensions of the moving object semi-axes are a = 0.8, b = 0.5, 
and c = 0.35. The orientation of the moving object is given by the first derivative of 
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Figure 7.13; Initial configuration for the manipulator and final path with its control 
point polygon 
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Figure 7.14: Solution to a path planning problem with no possible interference 
bewtween the obstacle and link 1 of the manipulator 
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Figure 7.15: Behavior of the cost function for path shown in Figure 7.14 
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Figure 7.16: Solution to the path planning problem with Wp high and ty„ 
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Figure 7.17: Path and control point polygon with Wp high and low 
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the B-spline curve. The degree of the B-spline is  k = 3 with n = 6 control points. The 
start and goal points are Pq = (1,1,1) and Pe = (9,9,9), and the other parameters 
are u;,„ = 10, Wout = 10, Wa = 25, and Wp = 10. No kinematic characteristic of a 
manipulator were included for this example. Figure 7.18 shows the solution which 
the simulated annealing algorithm reached in ~ 3000 seconds. 
Our last example is with multiple obstacles. A fourth degree B-spline was chosen 
with 8 control points. The other parameters were = 350, Wout — 350, Wa = 450, 
Wp = 100, and Cmax = 1- No link proximity cost was included. The semi-axes 
dimensions, Euler angles, and location of each obstacle and moving object are given 
in Table 7.3. As in the previous example, the orientation of the moving object is 
given by the first derivative of the B-spline curve. 
Figure 7.19 shows the solution to the example, and it was reached in about 
3700 seconds. Note that the increase in the number of obstacles increased the com­
putation time by less than a third. We cannot give a minimum time in which the 
simulated annealing algorithm would reach a solution. 
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(a) Perspective 
Figure 7.18: A simple 3D path planning problem 
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(b) Front 
Figure 7.18 (Continued) 
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Figure 7.18 (Continued) 
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Figure 7.18 (Continued) 
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(a) Perspective 
Figure 7.19; Path planning solution with multiple obstacles in 3D 
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Figure 7.19 (Continued) 
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(c) Right side 
Figure 7.19 (Continued) 
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Figure 7.19 (Continued) 
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Table 7.3: Ellipsoid parameter values for Figure 7.19 
Ellipsoid Semi-axes Euler angles Location 
(a, 6, c) e <i>r (a:, 2/, 
1 2.0, 1.3, 0.80 0 65 45 CO
 
CO
 
CO
 
2 1.6, 1.0, 0.80 90 0 0 (2.5, 2.5, 3.5) 
3 2.0, 1.3, 0.80 0 -45 -45 (3.5, 6.5, 5.0) 
4 2.0, 1.3, 1.00 0 -80 0 (6.5, 3.5, 5.0) 
5 2.0, 1.3, 1.00 0 0 0 (7.0, 7.0, 7.0) 
Moving 0.8, 0.5, 0.35 Not applicable 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis presents a technique to plan collision-free paths for robots in 2 and 3 
dimensions using B-splines and simulated annealing. Uniform, non-periodic, non-
rational B-spline curves are synthesized to solve the path planning problem. The 
simulated annealing algorithm is used as the optimization technique, and the design 
variables are the coordinates of the B-spline control points. 
Objects are modeled with ellipsoid type shapes. The parameters of the ellip­
soids are obtained by formulating a minimization problem in which the area and the 
volume of the ellipsoid.are used as objective functions for two and three dimensions, 
respectively. An optional objective function, using minimization of the approximat­
ing error, is also discussed. These minimization problems are constrained so that the 
resulting ellipsoid must enclose the object. The area/volume cost function showed to 
be more robust in yielding good ellipsoid model parameters. 
A cost function with object proximity, arc length, parametric, and, possibly, 
link proximity cost components was developed for the simulated annealing algorithm. 
Since the purpose of this work is path planning and not position synthesis, a simple 
two-link planar manipualtor synthesis is described to show that characteristics of 
robots, which will perform the task, can be included in this technique to solve the 
path planning problern. 
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An optimization problem is formulated to obtain the minimum distance between 
two ellipsoids. The problem is solved by finding stationary points of-the resulting 
augmented optimization problem. A globally convergent Newton's method is used 
to accomplish this task. In very rare situations, this algorithm fails to converge to a 
solution due to poor initial conditions. This can be solved by trying another intial 
solution. The solution of this optimization problem also helps to determine if there 
exists interference between the two ellipsoids. 
The simulated annealing algorithm with its minor modifications proved to be 
robust in finding an optimal solution for our collision-free path planning problem. 
This solution depends on the values of the cost component weights, i.e., Wout-, 
Wa, Wp, etc. and the other input parameters. Therefore, several tests with different 
seeds for the random number generator, and different parameter values should be 
carried out before accepting a solution as a "good solution". 
The present work has shown a technique to obtain a continuous collision-free 
path for an AGV and/or robot. The moving object is not just considered as a 
point as in [14,34,63,98,99,105,140,186] but as an actual object and therefore, its 
orientation is considered to obtain the path. This is one the main characteristics of 
the work. Also, most of the work in path planning to date is in two dimensions [14, 
17,25,34,43,52,59,63,98-101]. The present technique can be easily applied for 2D 
and 3D curve synthesis. 
Many avenues for future work exist. Rational B-splines give an additional ca­
pability to locally modify (by knot segments) the curve which might yield a better 
(lower cost) path. More characteristics of the robot dynamics could be included to 
get joint time history and a better path for specific applications, and extend them 
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to 3D. Look at robot arm for interference as a separate issue. A technique to choose 
some good default input parameter values, i.e., degree of the B-spIine, number of 
control points, initial temperature, weights, percentage rate of accepted states, and 
number of outer loop iterations, would save time usually spent on additional tests. 
Alternate distribution of the weight values so the computer could do this part of the 
task. 
I l l  
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APPENDIX A. OUTPUT FOR FIGURES 2.4-2.12 
A.l Output for Figure 2.4 
1.1 Using Area as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object in 2D 
Varbl state Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Mult Residual 
V 1 FR 1.41421 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 1.414 
V 2 FR 0.707107 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 0.7071 
V 3 FR 1.00000 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 4 FR 0.500000 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 5 FR 1.00000 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+OO 
V 6 FR 1.793372E-17 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 1.000 
Final nonlineeir objective value = 1.141593 
Theta = 0.0000000000000 rad = 0.0000000000000 deg 
dx = 1.0000000000000 
dy = 0.5000000000000 
1.2 Using Error as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of a 2D ellipsoid to an object 
Varbl state Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Mult Residual 
V 1 FR 1.26278 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+OO 1.263 
V 2 FR 0.818803 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+OO 0.8188 
V 3 FR 1.000000 None None O.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+15 
V 4 FR 0.500000 None None O.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+15 
V 5 FR 1.00000 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO 
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V 6 FR -1.335699E-16 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 1.0000 
Exit E04UCF - Optimal solution found. 
Final nonlinear objective value = 29.54187 
Theta = 0.0000000000000 rad = 0.0000000000000 deg 
dx = 1.0000000000000 
dy = 0.5000000000000 
A.2 Output for Figure 2.5 
2.1 Using Area as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object in 2D 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Huit Residual 
V 1 FR 1.41421 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 1.414 
V 2 FR 0.707107 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 0.7071 
V 3 FR 1.00000 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 4 '• FR 0.500000 None None' O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 5 FR 1.00000 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 
V 6 FR 4.316403E-17 • -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 1.000 
Final nonlinear objective value = 1.141593 
Theta = 0.0000000000000 rad = 0.0000000000000 deg 
dx = 1.0000000000000 
dy = 0.5000000000000 
2.2 Using Error as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of a 2D ellipsoid to an object 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Huit Residual 
V 1 FR 1.44224 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 1.442 
V 2 PR 0.693880 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 0.6939 
V 3 FR 1.00000 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 4 FR 0.500000 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 5 FR 1.00000 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+OO 
V 6 FR -4.781016E-10 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 1.0000 
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Exit E04UCF - Optimal solution found. 
Final nonlinear objective value = 0.3730512E-15 
Theta = -0.0000000004781 rad = -0.0000000273932 deg 
dx = 1.0000000032303 
dy = 0.4999999985046 
A.3 Output for Figure 2.6 
3.1 Using Area as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object in 2D 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Mult 
V • 1 FR 1 .41421 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 
V 2 FR 0. 707105 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 
V 3 FR 0. 999996 None None O.OOOOE+00 
V 4 FR 0. 500000 None None O.OOOOE+00 
V 5 FR 0. 819153 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 
V 6 FR 0. 573576 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 
Final nonlinear objective value = 
Theta = 0.6108642782050 rad = 
dx = 0.5323611493116 
dy = 0.9831494289833 
1.141579 
34.9999449964497 deg 
Residual 
1.414 
0.7071 
l.OOOOE+15 
l.OOOOE+15 
0.1808 
0.4264 
.3.2 Using Error as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Mult 
V 1 FR 1.26278 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 
V 2 FR 0.818799 ' O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 
V 3 FR 0.999997 None None O.OOOOE+00 
V 4 FR 0.500000 None None O.OOOOE+00 
V 5 FR 0.819152 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 
V 6 FR 0.573576 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 
Residual 
1.263 
0.8188 
l.OOOOE+15 
l.OOOOE+15 
0.1808 
0.4264 
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Exit E04UCF - Optimal solution found. 
Final nonlinear objective value = 29.54137 
Theta = 0.6108646475443 rad = 34.9999661580340 deg 
dx = 0.5323618085604 
dy = 0.9831502825617 
A.4 Output for Figure 2.7 
4.1 Using Area as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object in 2D 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Mult Residual 
V 1 FR 1.41421 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 1.414 
V 2 FR 0.707105 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 0.7071 
V 3 FR 0.999996 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 4 FR 0.500000 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 5 FR 0.819153 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 0.1808 
V 6 FR 0.573576 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 0.4264 
Final nonlinear objective value = 1.141579 
Theta = 0.6108642782049 rad = 34.9999449964484 deg 
dx = 0.5323611493115 
dy = 0.9831494289832 
4.2 Using Error as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Mult Residual 
V 1 FR 1.11803 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 1.118 
V 2 FR 1.11803 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 1.118 
V 3 FR 0.533552 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 4 FR 0.982506 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 5 FR 0.999999 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 7.3275E-07 
V 6 FR 1.210575E-03 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 0.9988 
Exit E04UCF - Optimal solution found. 
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Final nonlinear objective value = 
Theta = 0.0012105757165 rad = 
dx = 0.5323618995304 
dy = 0.9831516781668 
0.1581600E-16 
0.0693608793376 deg 
A.5 Output for Figure 2.8 
5.1 Using Area as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object in 2D 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Mult 
V 1 FR 2.51150 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 
V 2 FR 1.44813 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 
V 3 FR 0.747314 None None O.OOOOE+00 
V 4 FR 1.38253 None None O.OOOOE+00 
V 5 FR 0.999513 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 
V 6 FR -3.120434E-02 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 
Final nonlinear objective value = 
Theta = -0.0312094049994 rad = 
dx = 0.7900912646645 
dy = 1.3585397653203 
7.425864 
-1.7881671875782 deg 
Residual 
2.511 
1.448 
l.OOOOE+15 
l.OOOOE+15 
4.8697E-04 
0.9688 
5.2 Using Error as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Huit 
V 1 FR 2.36397 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 
V 2 FR 1.62287 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 
V 3 FR 0.694868 None None O.OOOOE+00 
V 4 FR 1.55117 None None O.OOOOE+00 
V 5 FR 0.998431 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 
V 6 FR -5.599487E-02 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 
Residual 
2.364 
1.623 
l.OOOOE+15 
l.OOOOE+15 
1.5689E-03 
0.9440 
Exit E04UCF -Optimal solution found. 
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Final nonlinear objective value = 1886.890 
Theta = -0.0560241709109 rad = -3.2099485439165 deg 
dx = 0.7806355865611 
dy = 1.5098306150237 
A.6 Output for Figure 2.9 
6.1 Using Area as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object in 2D 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Mult Residual 
V 1 FR 2.51150 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 2.511 
V 2 FR 1.44813 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 1.448 
V 3 FR 0.747314 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 4 FR 1.38253 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 5 FR 0.999513 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 4.8697E-04 
V 6 FR -3.120434E-02 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 0.9688 
Final nonlinear objective value = 7.425864 
Theta = -0.0312094050829 rad = -1.7881671923615 deg 
dx = 0.7900912646176 
dy = 1.3585397653228 
6.2 Using Error as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object 
V Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Mult Residual 
V 1 FR 2.41179 O.OOOOOOE+00 None 0, .OOOOE+00 2.412 
V 2 FR 1.55017 O.OOOOOOE+00 None 0. ,0000E+00 1.550 
V .3 FR 0.719976 None None 0 . OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 4 FR 1.47949 None None 0 ,0000E+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 5 FR 0.999024 -1.00001 1.00000 0 .OOOOE+00 9.7558E-04 
V 6 FR -4.416117E-02 -1.00000 1.00000 0 .OOOOE+00 0.9558 
Exit E04UCF - Optimal solution found. 
Final nonlinear objective value = 153.6806 
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Thêta = -0.0441755346523 rad = -2.5310716933118 deg 
dx = 0.7846094667805 
dy = 1.4462485316664 
A.7 Output for Figure 2.10 
7.1 Using Area as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object in 2D 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Mult Residual 
VI FR 2.51149 O.OOOOOOE+00 • None O.OOOOE+00 2.511 
V 2 FR 1.44813 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 1.448 
V 3 FR 0.747311 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 4 FR 1.38254 None None O.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+15 
V 5 FR 0.836652 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1633 
V 6 FR 0.547734 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+OO 0.4523 
Final nonlineeur objective value =' 7.425859 
Theta = 0.5796536907209 rad = 33.2117100574879 deg 
dx = -0.1320222690121 
dy = 1.5660294591474 
7.2 Using Error as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Mult Residual 
VI FR 2.36396 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+OO 2.364 
V 2 FR 1.62286 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+OO 1.623 
V 3 FR 0.694863 None None O.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+15 
V 4 FR 1.55117 None None O.OOOOE+OO l.OOOOE+15 
V 5 FR 0.849986 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1500 
V 6 FR 0.526806 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+OO 0.4732 
Exit E04UCF - Optimal solution found. 
Final nonlinear objective value = 1886.883 
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Thêta = 0.5548382664633 rad = 
dx = -0.2265430441009 
dy = 1.6845328665954 
31.7898909807038 deg 
A.8 Output for Figure 2.11 
A.8.1 Using Area as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object in 2D 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Mult 
V 1 FR 2.51149 O.OOOOOOE+00 None 0.OOOOE+00 
V 2 FR 1.44813 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 
V 3 FR 0.747311 None None O.OOOOE+00 
V 4 FR 1.38254 None None O.OOOOE+00 
V 5 FR 0.836652 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 
V 6 FR 0.547734 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 
10 Final nonlinear objective value = 
Thêta = 0.5796536909969 rad = 
dx = -0.1320222693531 
dy = 1.5660294593774 
7.425859 
33.2117100733012 deg 
Residual 
2.511 
1.448 
l.OOOOE+15 
l.OOOOE+15 
0.1633 
0.4523 
A.8.2 Using Error as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipse to an object 
Varbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Huit 
V 1 FR 2.41179 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 
V 2 FR 1.55017 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 
V 3 FR 0.719972 None None O.OOOOE+00 
V 4 FR 1.47949 None None O.OOOOE+00 
V 5 FR 0.843684 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 
V 6 FR 0.536840 -1.00000 1.00000 O.OOOOE+00 
10 Exit E04UCF - Optimal solution found. 
Final nonlinear objective value = 153.6799 
Residual 
2.412 
1.550 
l.OOOOE+15 
l.OOOOE+15 
0.1563 
0.4632 
Thêta = 0.5666872480012 rad = 32.4687876143518 deg 
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dx = -0.1868191691595 
dy = 1.6347298t)36703 
A.9 Output for Figure 2.12 
A.9.1 Using Volume as Objective Function 
Optimal fitting of an ellipsoid to an object in 3D 
Vcirbl State Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Lagr Huit Residual 
V 1 PR 3.07594 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 3.076 
V 2 PR 1.77358 0.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE+00 1.774 
V 3 PR 0.692821 O.OOOOOOE+00 None O.OOOOE-HOO 0.6928 
V 4 PR 0.747314 None None O.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+15 
V 5 -, PR 1.38253 None None O.OOOOE+00 1.0000E-H5 
V 6 PR 0.400000 None None O.OOOOE-i^OO 1.0000E-H5 
V 7 PR 0.998196 -1.00000 1, .00000 O.OOOOE+00 1.8043E-03 
V 8 PR -6.004466E-•02 -1.00000 1 .00000 O.OOOOE+00 0.9400 
V 9 PR 1.00000 -1.00000 1 .00000 O.OOOOE-HOO O.OOOOE-HOO 
V 10 PR 1.977743E-•18 -1.00000 1 .00000 O.OOOOE+00 1.000 
V 11 PR 0.999583 -1.00000 1 .00000 O.OOOOE+00 4.1675E-04 
V 12 PR 2.886738E-•02 -1.00000 1 .00000 O.OOOOE-KOO 0.9711 
Final nonlinear objective value = 11.83214 
angX = -0.0600807965572 rad = -3.4423760725144deg 
angY = 0.0000000000000 rad = O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOdeg 
angZ = 0.0288713915593 rad = 1.6542088850157deg 
20 d(l) = 0.7900912646696 
d(2) = 1.3585397653230 
d(3) = 0.4000000000000 
